Wood Windows and Doors
Collection

Simply...masterpieces
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For over 50 years, Martin’s experts have established
a culture of both innovation and tradition.
The excellence of our products reflects
our professionals’ integrity and meticulous work.
Design performance, durability and elegance are the
keys that open the door to your security and delight.

This brochure is a resume of what we can offer you. For further information,
please visit www.windowsmartin.com
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A solid expertise
a passion that defies time

50 years of innovation and tradition
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Our passion:
to design and manufacture masterpieces

Since 1964 our professionals
have offered meticulously designed

Refinement, distinction,

products as well as a customer service

superior quality finish and design are the reflection

based on the highest respect of our clientele.

of our continued pursuit for innovation and improvement.

Our expertise:
experience and knowhow

Your pride:
our reward

From design to finished product, the highest

Your pride is the reward that allows us

performance results are always an absolute

to continue our work. In order to delight you,

requirement for us. Many of our products even

our sales and customer service team guides

surpass industry standards. This capacity for

you through the entire purchasing process.

exceeding set standards is one of the pillars
of our excellent reputation.

The Martin difference
an offer without compromising on...

Sustainable and aesthetic value
Secure and personalized purchasing experience
Simple and honoured warranty
Environment protection
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The distinctive features
of Martin wood products
An elegant and sophisticated design
A rigorous assembly to ensure solidity and durability
An unrivaled quality of finish
Superior quality within your reach

Interior Finish
equal to high end furniture

Enhances and protects the wood’s beauty
Wood is a natural, warm and versatile material. Careful protection
by a quality stain enhances its resistance and durability.

Unequaled protection
against the weather and UV rays
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Our stain acts like a shield. The stain’s natural oils and
resins seep into the wood’s cellular structure for a durable
protective barrier.

Water-based stain:
one more step for protecting the environment
With the introduction of water-based stain products, Martin
is not only a forerunner but also a company that continues its
efforts for sustainable development.

15 Exceptional colours
a touch of unequaled refinement

Our colour chart offers 15 lovely colours that enhance the wood’s natural richness. Factory applied,
our stain is protected by two coats of varnish giving it a satin sheen.
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T1- Golden maple

T2- Pinecone

T3- Amaranth wood

T4- Coffee bean

T5- Golden autumn

T6- Espresso

T7- Red mahogany

T8- Black walnut

T9- Golden brown

T10- Faded wood

T11- Portobello

T12- Teak

T14- Chocolate

T15- Red Oak

T13- Walnut

The colours may vary slightly due to the printing process. Check our samples at your Martin distributor.

Aluminum extrusions
durability and easy maintenance

Combine the solidity of exterior cladding with the beauty of the interior wood.
The thickness of our extrusions is considerably superior to the aluminum
sheet offered on the market.
Easy maintenance and corrosion resistant.
Recyclable: an advantage for the environment.
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Unlimited choice of colours
Our extrusions are painted with 3 coats of top quality acrylic polyurethane paint.
They are then oven baked for a high quality and resistant finish.
Standard colours:				
White

Optional colours:
We are able to make any colour
you choose.

Commercial brown
Ivory
Sandlewood
Black
Actual colours may vary slightly due to the printing process. Check our samples at your Martin distributor.
The entire line of wood windows and doors is offered with extruded aluminum cladding option.

Energy Efficiency

Structural performance

The best performance for energy efficiency

that passes the test of time

Combining an innovative glass unit and an ultra-efficient spacer reduces energy

Structural performance is the other key element in overall window

consumption. This is one of two key elements in a window’s overall performance.

performance. It depends on the precision with which the wood
parts are machined and how meticulously they are assembled. The
performance is measured by air and water tightness as well as wind
resistance.

Insulating glass
The SungateMD 400 LowE and argon energy efficient glass unit increases your
comfort in many ways. This superior quality glass keeps you warm during winter’s

Our quality of assembly

cold nights and cool during the hot summer days. It also, while allowing in the
At Martin, we pay very particular, even maniacal attention, to details

benefits of natural light, ensures a high level of energy efficiency.

to ensure the best protection against air and water infiltration. This
is why we chose a modular assembly ensuring that all our products
have a superior stability and tightness. Consequently our products’

Spacer

overall performance exceeds the industry’s highest standards.

The best warm edge spacer in the world: Swisspacer Ultimate
It has the best thermal value in the world with a 20% reduction in thermal

The rigidity and sturdiness of Martin products provide for much

conductivity compared to other products now available on the market.

more stable operation and ensure long term protection against air
and water infiltrations.

ENERGY-SAVING

COMPARED THERMAL CONDUCTIVITIES

Stainless Steel Standard

DUE TO ITS SATIN-FINISH SURFACE AND
THE GREATEST VARIETY OF COLOURS

Manufacturer C (Hybrid)

AESTHETIC

SWS V

DUE TO THE HIGHEST
SURFACE TEMPERATURES

Manufacturer B (Hybrid)

CONFORTABLE

Manufacturer A (Hybrid)

DUE TO THE BEST THERMAL
VALUES IN THE WORLD

Please consult our website www.windowsmartin.com for more information on our performance results.
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Martin Wood Windows Collection

Casement and Awning Windows
An icon window wich has stood the test of time. Our continuous
improvement process allows it to blend to any style of decor
whether it’s contemporary or traditional. Their sturdy hardware
has a folding inset handle and multi-point lock anchored in three
places to offer security and solidity. Equipped with superior
weatherstripping, they offer maximum air and water tightness.
Lastly, they offer the possibility of a triple glaze insulated glass
unit for unequaled energy efficiency and soundproofing.
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3 anchor multi-point lock and
sturdy mechanism with inset
folding handle

5 available colours

White (standard)

Coppertone (standard)

Dark bronze (optional)

Black (optional)

Aluminum (optional)

Hung Windows
This traditional English style window stands out for its elegance and
unequaled air and water tightness. This wood hung window is the
most watertight on the market. Single or double hung, it remains the
reference for architects. Its unique design maximizes the wood visible
surface. The handling of the sashes is smooth and easier for maintenance.

Built-in locks and
discreet hardware

4 available colours

White (standard)

Coppertone (standard)

Bronze (optional)

Dark bronze (optional)
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Martin Wood Windows Collection

Ancestral Windows
The perfection of the French heritage window; it stands out with
its centered cremone, its closure overlap and its sturdy recessed
hinges. It blends the old world charm with contemporary performances. It represents a real revolution in terms of tightness in
the niche of inswing opening windows.
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Traditional
cremone

Contemporary
cremone

(standard)

(optional)

5 available colours

Black (standard)

Brass (optional)

Antique brass (optional)

Pewter (optional)

Architectural Windows
Adding a personal and distinctive touch, these fixed windows combine knowhow, performance and refinement.
They blend perfectly with all our collections of wood
windows and doors.

Some architectural shapes
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Martin Wood Doors Collection

Entrance Doors
Their 2 1/4-inch thickness exceeds the industry’s standard. We offer a vast
choice of models which can be harmonized with both contemporary and
traditional styles.
Each entrance door model has an automatic multipoint lock system
offering the ultimate in security. Our doors’ uniquely designed sill provides
a double drainage system which ensures superior air and water tightness as
well as longevity.
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In conclusion, our doors’ well-crafted design and finish will add a unique
touch to your home.

Handle models

Capri		

Allegro

5 available colours

Brass

Antique brass

Pewter

Satin chrome

Dark bronze

Lift and Slide Patio Doors
Our distinctive feature: a smooth sliding without comparable on
the market. They have a unique, European style operating mechanism. This lift and slide system ensures optimal smooth sliding, a
tight seal and thermal value. Our patio doors are available up to 16
feet wide with 2 fixed side panels and 2 operating center panels.
Again, Martin patio doors offer 2 1/4-inch thick wood panels.
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Innovative mechanism
Unique operating mechanism
hardware offered in 3 colours:
dark brown, silver and white.

Martin Wood Doors Collection

Folding Doors
This door, called the Diamond, deserves its name: this innovative
door is the most air and watertight in North America. It combines the Martin team’s knowhow with the originality, solidity and
durability that you expect. Its unmatched air and water tightness
is achieved by a multi-point lock anchored in 5 places as well as
triple weatherstripping.
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This folding door is offered up to 16 feet wide with 7 panels. As
with our other doors, it is equipped with 2 1/4-inch thick wood
panels and a sill with a double drainage system. Opening the panels is effortless since they rest on the sill. Obviously, this door’s
security is a credit to the Martin collection. As an option, we can
offer an innovative retractable screen.
Hardware is available in 2 colours: dark brown and silver.
Tilt and turn
active door
(optional)

16-foot folding door
with 7 panels

Balcony Doors
The charm and elegance of the past without compromising
comfort and security. In harmony with our ancestral window, it offers
the same features as other Martin doors.
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Our high performance doorsill
A unique doorsill designed by our experts for an unmatched performance on the market. It combines a double system for optimal water
evacuation and an insulating profile of reinforced PVC.
This sturdy, air and watertight sill is also clad in champagne-coloured
anodized aluminum which blends well with all our stain or aluminum
cladding colours.

NOTE
Martin reserves the right to bring certain modifications to its products.
Martin also reserves the right to add or remove certain products and/or options.
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